Center for Teaching Excellence

Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Showcase: A Panel Presentation by LMU’s 2007 SoTL Scholars

Thursday, September 27, 2007 12:15 to 1:15 PM
The Center for Teaching Excellence
University Hall 3030

Carnegie Political Engagement Project Scholars: Carnegie CASTL Summer Institute Scholars:

Nina Lozano-Reich, Communication Studies
Alicia Partnoy, Modern Languages

Ed Mosteig, Mathematics
Carolyn Viviano, Natural Science

To date, nine LMU faculty members have been recognized by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching for their contributions to the scholarship of teaching and learning. LMU’s four newest scholars will describe their current projects and their experiences attending two different summer institutes sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation.

Lunch will be included, Please RSVP to teachers@lmu.edu or Ext.85866
Visit the CTE online at www.lmu.edu/cte or on ManeGate under the ‘Academics’ tab